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ABSTRACT Fog Computing (FC) is an emerging distributed computing platform aimed at bringing
computation close to its data sources, which can reduce the latency and cost of delivering data to a remote
cloud. This feature and related advantages are desirable for many Internet-of-Things applications, especially
latency sensitive and mission intensive services. With comparisons to other computing technologies, the
definition and architecture of FC are presented in this article. The framework of resource allocation for
latency reduction combined with reliability, fault tolerance, privacy, and underlying optimization problems
are also discussed. We then investigate an application scenario and conduct resource optimization by
formulating the optimization problem and solving it via a Genetic Algorithm. The resulting analysis
generates some important insights on the scalability of FC systems.

INDEX TERMS Fog computing, Genetic Algorithms, Internet of Things, Optimization

I. INTRODUCTION

ALONG with the developments of the Internet-of-Things
(IoT) itself and relevant techniques, the concept of IoT

is evolving. Most of the literature identifies Kevin Ashton,
a British technology pioneer, as coining the phrase "Internet
of Things" as the title of a presentation he made at Procter
& Gamble in 1999. Since then the term “IoT" has been
popularized and is now widely used. The US, EU, China,
Japan, and Korea have all proposed national level projects
to develop IoT. As more application domains have been
explored, researchers find that more and more technologies
are encompassed by IoT. Therefore, the concept from “things
to things" expands to "things to things, things to humans,
humans to humans" or even "everything to everything". For
serving the mass applications, the architectures of IoT are
well studied. From the very beginning, the architecture is
a three layer design, e.g. IEEE P2413, EU CSAGRAS and
CCSA’s architecture. Later on, many derived architectures
with five layers [1], [2] are proposed. In this paper, a
general four layer architecture with big data awareness is
discussed, as Fig.1. The most important reason for treating

FIGURE 1. Four Layer Architecture and The Mapping with Three and Five
Layers

data processing independently from applications is that the
cloud computing service emerges often as a third party. In
truth, massive data processing is still a bottleneck of IoT.
For years, some researchers have expected cloud computing
to solve this problem and proposed many cloud based IoT
architectures [3]–[6].

In the survey of [7], the application is mainly divided into
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three categories: industry, environment and society. Libelium
even split the category into further detailed levels [8]. 61
applications are clustered in 12 categories. This embodies
the perspective from industry. Mass applications include
RFID and sensor networks. Currently, although IoT data are
already inferred as big data, video data such as surveillance
video are considered as the ‘largest’ big data [9], which can
easily make the IoT data grow to TB/PB level in seconds.
Almost every application with video may meet challenges
in computing, for instance, encoding/decoding, recognition,
motion capture, video completion, etc.

The phenomenon of big data is rapidly promoting the IoT
business to an advanced level: having to cope with both large
scale and high complexity. These technical considerations
also bring some concerns about the latency sensitivity, which
restricts the expansion of IoT to some extent [12], [13].
Bonomi et al. [14] discussed this issue in the relationship be-
tween time scales, from milliseconds to months, and service
levels, from sensors to business data repositories.

The reasons for little latency sensitivity of the traditional
cloud computing architecture are embodied in two perspec-
tives: networking and data. From the networking aspect,
the traffic converges toward the data center from each sub-
system of a large scale IoT system, e.g. smart city, with
a pyramid like systematic organization. The networks near
the center can therefore suffer traffic overload due to the
data deluge, in turn causing a series of network problems
including critical delay. Even when counting the time cost of
long distance transmission, cloud based architecture cannot
guarantee the latency sensitive requirements for many IoT
applications. Additionally, data itself is an encumbrance for
both networking and computing. In some models of IoT,
preprocessing systems are proposed to slim the data. This
is typically accomplished via removing the redundancy that
inevitably contains a great deal of overt and latent semantics
and contexts generated from the data sources [15]. However,
in the perspective of big data domain, redundancy can play an
important role in exploring some underlying/unexpected in-
formation and discarded such data may lead to a degradation
in prediction accuracy.

Although latency sensitivity and big data appear incom-
patible, we cannot separate these two terms because the era
of latency sensitive big data is coming. In popular projects
on self-driving cars, e.g. Google’s robotic cars, the data
generated from complicated surroundings via various sensors
and cameras is massive (approximately over 1Gb/s). The
processors must give accurate orders to the steering system in
milliseconds by computing these data. Until the technique is
mature, an onboard computer alone is insufficient and cloud
participation becomes indispensable. However, if the data is
delayed in a cloud server due to queueing or networking
failure, a “smart" car may lose its intelligence and cause
accidents.

In order to release the dual burdens from networking and
data, and then achieve intelligent goals, some organizations
have given their prophesies or solutions. IDC Future Scape

2015 [16] has predicted that “IoT at the edge" which refers to
marginalization of data processing step in IoT would occupy
a large proportion, “40%" in the source report. Edge com-
puting technologies that can push computing and networking
services away from centralized facilities would appear to
accordingly be a point of focus. In what follows, some related
platforms are introduced.

1) Ubiquitous Computing
Ubiquitous Computing (UC) [17] is a classic computing con-
cept where the basic idea is to use terminals including mobile
phone, sensor, actuator, wearable equipment, gateway, and
access point to operate lightweight data processing. It is
widely accepted that UC is the foundation of IoT. According
to e.g. [18], UC has high level mobility and embeddedness.
Generally, UC’s appearance is as the overlap between mobile
computing and edge computing.

2) Cloudlet
Satyanarayanan et al. [13] introduced the concept of
cloudlets: “trusted, resource rich computers in the near vicin-
ity of mobile users”. The goal of cloudlet is explicit, i.e.
“bringing the cloud closer". Verbelen et al. [19] analyzed the
two drawbacks of the virtual machine (VM) based cloudlet
approach and introduced two architectures with correspond-
ing solutions: adhoc cloudlet and elastic cloudlet. The role
of these two is mainly for computation offloading. Cloudlet
can be regarded as the overlap between cloud computing and
edge computing.

3) Mobile Cloud Computing
Due to the popularity of computation offloading in a mobile
environment, Mobile Cloud Computing (MCC) [20] has be-
come a hot topic recently. MCC processes a part of the task
locally and migrates the remainder to a high performance
cloud center with the main perspective of energy efficiency.
In essence, MCC is close to the crossover between cloud
computing and mobile computing.

4) Fog Computing
Fog Computing (FC), firstly introduced by Cisco [21],
emerges as a novel topic expected to solve the latency
sensitive computing problems. Similar to some other edge
computing platform, FC utilizes local computing resources
instead of a remote cloud for data processing. The geographic
proximity between the data source and processors reducing
the transmission latency. Some research efforts have been
made in [22], [24] and discussed some ideas regarding FC
and its motivational role in IoT. The illustration of FC map-
ping to IoT is shown in Fig.2(a). The function of FC is to
leverage the local computing resources to process tasks.

Luan et al. [22] compared FC and cloud computing (in-
cluding cloudlet) and highlighted three features: wireless,
local service, and distributed management. However, these
features also belong to UC and cannot distinguish the new
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FIGURE 2. Description of fog computing: Fog computing is the central overlap of mobile computing, edge computing and cloud computing

concept from the classical one. In our view, another key fea-
ture that can represent the distinction of FC, also revealed by
the aforementioned auto driving project, should be claimed: it
is complex application oriented. In reality, many complicated
computing tasks are far beyond the ability of a single hard-
ware in UC since it may cost an unbearable runtime. While, if
FC is exploited, a group of cheap and low performance single
hardwares can constitute a high performance platform, which
is similar to why cloud computing was conceived.

Also, from geo-distributed view, the “fog" should be posi-
tioned at the gateway level. The advantages of using the gate-
way are discussed as follows. Firstly, its computing power
could be better than the terminal can provide. In thousands
of IoT applications, the gateway is developed with Advanced
RISC Machines (ARM) that have a powerful capacity, even
close to PC level. And the terminal device often uses a single
chip, e.g. C51, with only an 8 bit microcontroller. Secondly,
the gateway often uses consistent electricity for its vital role,
which can negate the energy consumption concern when
optimizing the performance of computing and networking.
Thirdly, unlike a mobile phone, gateways are sometimes
deployed for public services and self managed, which means
the selflessness and privacy concerns may be partly reduced
by a black box mechanism.

Consequently, in this article we make a definition of FC,
aiming to distinguish this emerging platform from the exist-
ing ones: Fog Computing is a wireless distributed computing
platform in which complex latency sensitivity tasks can be
processed via a group of sharing resources at IoT gateway
level in a locality. As shown in Fig.2(b), we prefer the central
overlap of mobile computing, cloud computing and edge
computing as the description of FC rather than embracing
them all into a single concept .

Tab. 1 shows the comparisons between general cloudlet,
MCC, UC, and FC from various aspects. From this we can
easily find out the advantages and disadvantages of these

service modes.
In addition to providing the definition, the framework of

FC will now be proposed with an architecture, modeling, and
solutions. The main contributions of this article include:

• The architecture of FC comprising both computing and
networking aspects is provided to bring the distinctions
of FC into full play.

• We discuss the potential issues regarding the latency
sensitive problem, with the consideration of the char-
acterisation and requirements of an FC service and
summarize the underlying solutions about them.

• We use an application scenario to describe how FC
works and how to realize the latency reduction with
modeling and optimization of resource allocation and
subtask scheduling.

II. ARCHITECTURE OF FOG COMPUTING
The general mode of FC is shown in Fig. 3. The procedure of
FC service is described as follows:

1) The data is first partitioned into chunks.
2) The chunks are allocated to participating nodes.
3) The chunks are queued before transmission.
4) Based on the queue, the channels are allocated, which

makes some chunks occupy the idle channels in the
first batch and rest of them wait for the next released
channel.

5) After the distributed processing, the processed chunks
are sorted by their finishing time.

6) Also using channel allocation, these chunks are re-
turned to the host.

7) Finally, the chunks are reunited by the host.
The fog node design is also based on the architecture of
FC. According to the nature of FC, the architecture will be
elaborated in two parts: computing and networking.

A. COMPUTING ARCHITECTURE
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TABLE 1. A Comparison of service platforms

Platform Mobility Freedom Cost Computation ability Latency
Cloudlet Medium N/A Medium High Medium

Mobile cloud High N/A High Very High High
Ubiquitous High High Low Low Low

Fog High Medium Low Medium Low

FIGURE 3. Architecture of fog computing: The procedures from original data to processed data and the design of fog node

1) Hardware Platform

Although some related hardwares are already designed, in
order to leverage the power of FC, the hardware platform
still needs discussion. Two premises emerge from the nature
of FC. Firstly, since the platform is distributed, easy-to-
manage becomes a prioritized consideration. In fact, easy-
to-manage is a broad request that includes rich interfaces,
easy programming, abundant softwares, etc. To satisfy these
requests, ARM usually becomes the first choice for an em-
bedded system. The ARM family has already been well
applied in thousands of applications in IoT. Secondly, with
an ultimate goal of computing, the processing speed is a key
point. Although ARM cores now have excellent processing
power, doubts about the performance still exist when fac-
ing complex computing. However, a new HPC computing
resource has recently been funded in the UK to provide
computing resource for UK scientists using 64-bit ARM
CPUs [23], so the views on the capability of ARM cores
in this arena may well change. Field Programmable Gate
Array (FPGA), another well known hardware alignment in
IoT, can naturally come to mind since it can process complex
algorithms fast in a parallel way, which perfectly matches
the idea for accelerating big data applications. Even further,
Xilinx known for inventing FPGA has launched Zynq series
production that integrates ARM and FPGA together; ARM
takes the charge of management and FPGA focuses on the
algorithms. This solution is likely to be of great advantage to
be a reference for setting up a fog node.

2) Software Platform
Bonomi. et al. [14] discussed the components of fog software
architecture and proposed the structures of abstraction and
orchestration layer. Since Hadoop, Spark and Openstack are
all announced to run on ARM by AMD, DataCentred, and
other institutes or individuals, transplanting big data/cloud
computing platform from PC/server to embedded hardware
has become a feasible and agile approach. The abstraction
layer maps the Openstack that virtualizes the heterogeneous
resources with cloud structure. The orchestration layer is
able to probe, analyze, plan and execute a job that can be
implemented in a big data platform like Hadoop or Spark.
For instance, Openstack is deployed upon the ARM core and
uses Hadoop, Spark or more specific engine to work on it
via APIs. The API design must consider flexibility, latency
sensitivity and heterogeneity.

3) Cloud Assist
Notwithstanding distributed deployment, FC needs a cloud
assist mechanism for convenient management and mainte-
nance which obviously are challenging to address manually
on a local device. For example, the programs for data pro-
cessing are initially installed in the RAM or ROM. If the
programs or configurations need modification, the patch or
advanced release will be downloaded from the cloud server.
Besides this, the cloud is also helpful in the resource manage-
ment. As a voluntary system, the participants are expected to
be high performance, reliable and unselfish. Accordingly, the
evaluation of these factors of a participant is very important
and related to the historical behavior which naturally belongs
to the duty of the cloud. When a user initiates a computing
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task, the cloud can push up a local list with the names of
recommended resources.

B. NETWORKING ARCHITECTURE
1) Wireless technology
Several wireless technologies are commonly used in IoT
with a wide variety of performances. 3G/4G, an expensive
broadband wireless technique, can provide a wide signal
range but sometimes is not a necessity in the local col-
laborative scenario of FC. In contrast, Zigbee, 6LoWPAN,
wirelessHart, etc., well known protocols in wireless sensor
networks (WSN), have low bandwidth, are short distance,
with cheap hardware cost, and are free charged in spectrum.
However, in order to enlarge the benefit of distributed sys-
tems under a wireless environment, the transmission speed
is extremely important, otherwise the latency in transmis-
sion step may not be covered by the saving from compu-
tation. Although a number of heterogeneous wireless net-
works have been presented to balance between 3G/4G and
WSN, homogeneous networks are generally recognized as
the efficient solution in a consolidated platform. Amid all
these wireless technologies, WLAN is a compromise choice
for the preference of homogeneous networking architecture
because of its balanced speed, cost and coverage. Nowadays,
WLAN equipment can support the 802.11ac protocol with
wave2 version, reaching 1 Gb/s. In addition, wave2 version
can offer Multi user Multiple Input Multiple Output (MU-
MIMO) mode to enhance the utility of wireless resources.
MU-MIMO ideally satisfies the mode of distributing tasks
towards multiple destination and implementing parallelized
data processing with the concern of channel interference
released. This technology also protects the security or privacy
of data since the multiple antenna can provide beamforming
to reduce the risk of signal leakage. Therefore, WLAN with
MU-MIMO could be the base of a wireless module.

2) Single Hop/AdHoc
For the networking connectivity, there are two different
thoughts. In [22], the interior network is proposed based
on single hop. However, Vaquero et al. [24] regard that
fog nodes must be able to act as a router for its neighbors
and be resilient to node churn and mobility, which was
mostly referred to as adhoc mode. In essence, single hop
is regarded to provide less latency in transmission; adhoc
helps finding more appropriate computing resources so as
to reduce the entire latency. If latency is the only concern,
we can easily determine which mode is better via calculation
with the known parameters. However, reliability as another
nonnegligible factor also impacts the decision. For example,
more links that are brought from the adhoc mode can upgrade
the performance of the system, but can also increase the risk
of losing connections. Even if one chunk fails, the entire task
would be impeded. The reliability is a stochastic problem and
should be modeled for the topological structure.

3) SDN
Software defined networking (SDN) is a highly focused
topic in recent years. It can significantly reduce the required
network administration and both the capital expense as well
as operational expense and also provides fast service orches-
tration for the highly programmable framework from control
plane to data plane. Many consulting reports highlighted
SDN as a technology to be widely exploited in the future.
Google’s B4 project is regarded as one of the most successful
implementations, which uses a combination of Quagga along
with OpenFlow to optimize Google’s own data center inter-
connects. Because the infrastructure of FC sometimes can
be also seen as a wireless, embedded, and distributed data
center, SDN may play an important role as discussed in the
literature [22], [24].

As mentioned in Sec.II-A2, the computing resources can
implement virtualization using Openstack. Based on that,
several SDN modules, e.g. OpenStack Neutron, OpenDay-
light, etc., have also been released. Thus, SDN can be
strongly supported by Openstack without any other stand
alone modules integrated. Besides, centralized control via
SDN can make up for the disadvantage of the unconsolidated
nature of a distributed system. The initiator of a task that has
its own network requirements can easily configure the param-
eters for itself and cooperative fog nodes using SDN since the
constrains of the networking requirements from applications
are various, e.g. robustness pursuit, privacy pursuit, etc.

III. LATENCY SENSITIVE PROBLEM
The orientation of FC is to enhance the latency sensitive
performance of data processing. In spite of geographical
features removing the long transmissions, task scheduling
and resource allocation can further reduce the latency via
modeling and optimization. However, they may be more
complicated in FC environment than those in cloud comput-
ing or MCC.

A. LATENCY REDUCTION
Latency is always the main consideration in FC framework.
If latency is well modeled and calculated in an optimum
way, the latency sensitive performance can be enhanced. The
latency of each data chunk can be divided into three compo-
nents in general applications: distributing latency, processing
latency, and return latency. The entire latency of the system,
also presented by makespan depending on the back time of
last chunk, can be written as

Tmakespan = max
i

(
ci
ti

+
ci
pi

+
ci
ri

+ g(ci,p,q)

)
(1)

where ci is the size of the ith chunk of data, assumed to be
processed on the ith processor, which can process pi data
units per unit of time. ti is the amount of data that can be
transmitted to the ith processor in a time unit, and ri is the
amount of data that can be returned by the processor per
time unit (ri can also include a factor to compensate for
the returned amount differing from the originally received
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amount). g(ci,p,q) is a nonlinear component that accounts
for the waiting time experienced depending on the order p
in the forward channels and q presents the return queue. In
essence, the strategy of the entire procedure is to make the
chunks tightly piled up. Hence, we need to allocate nodes
with heterogeneous rates, channels, queues, and elastically
partition the data into chunks.

The solution of Eq. (1) is a NP hard/complete problem
depending on the resource allocation and subtask scheduling
which are both traditional issues in computing and network-
ing domains. Heuristic approaches are potential methods for
addressing them.

B. FAULT TOLERANCE
As aforementioned in the discussion of single hop/adhoc
networking architecture, reliability is an important factor in
resource discovery. Many existing studies on wireless net-
works, distributed computing, cloud computing, and peer to
peer computing, especially along with the terms of schedul-
ing, are based on fault tolerance which mainly uses extra
resources to cover some accidents/failures. However, the
topic in FC is still a serious challenge because it is sometimes
obstructed by two unfavorable factors: multiple procedures
and resource constraints.

Multiple procedures mean that we need to consider the
possibility of fault in every step, not only in processing but
also in the transmission forward and backward. It makes the
fault tolerance more complicated compared with computing
only or transmission only tasks. Resource constraints also
influence the design of fault tolerant scheme. The primary
backup model is often mentioned in this topic, which repli-
cates the fragments of a task and lets each primary subtask
have a backup for robustness [25]. But this method would
degrade the overall performance if no failure occurs because
the backup resources are wasted, if the quantity of fog nodes
is limited as in the scenario of deploying gateways in IoT.
In order to avoid occupying extra physical nodes, virtual ma-
chine (VM) mechanisms for backup are well studied instead
of using physical nodes. A premise of these mechanisms is
that the primary VM of a chunk cannot be deployed in the
same physical nodes with the backup VM of it in this case.
This approach is efficient in cloud computing with powerful
nodes. However, the low capacity of fog nodes may degrade
the performance severely when loading two or more VMs.
Although some overlapping mechanisms are explored to save
some VM resources, these approaches still need a tradeoff
between latency minimization and task protection.

C. SECURITY CONCERN
Security can be the concern for every computer issue.
However, only a few researches specifically aim at FC.
Dsouza [26] focused on the sharing resource management
and proposed a policy-driven security framework. Because
security always needs a systematic solution, more security
techniques, traditional or novel, are expected to suit FC.
As a part of IoT, FC has some similar characteristics as

mobile ad-hoc network (MANET), cloud computing, P2P
and ubiquitous computing. The risk may integrate all the
problems of these related technologies. The risk of MANET
is summarized in [27]. In cloud computing, [28] present
“9 Worst Cloud Security Threats": data breaches, data loss,
account or service traffic hijacking, insecure APIs, denial of
service, malicious insiders, abuse of cloud services, insuf-
ficient due diligence and shared technology. Although FC
may not inherit all the threats, some of them surely have the
potential to transfer. Stojmenovic [29] analyzed the man-in-
the-middle attack in FC which is simple to launch but difficult
to be addressed. Most of current solutions of such security
problems in MANET domain, e.g. [30]–[33], are based on
a cryptographic or trust scheme. But in the real world they
are not always as secure as the original ideas due to e.g.
implementation error.

a. Cryptographic mechanisms, which always play vital
role for security, require a key management service
to assist the establishment of mutual authentication
between communication nodes. Also similar to wired
network problems, the cryptographic methods could be
cracked with high performance computing. Complex
encryption and decryption techniques may not be suit-
able for some scenarios.

b. Trust is a lightweight security scheme which can trans-
form complex security problems. It achieves this by
providing the ability to ignore those (potential) par-
ticipants who do not have trust within the system –
preventing attack by preventing participation. Hence, if
a security project exploits trust scheme, whether focus-
ing on human participants or machines, risk is reduced.
The management of trust can however be problematic.
For trust evaluation scheme, how to model malicious
behavior is still an open problem. Because a failed node
caused by traffic congestion might be regarded as a
malicious node and this kind of judgement can make
the trust evaluation unreliable.

c. Some security risks exist which are not directly ad-
dressed by cryptographic or trust schemes. These in-
clude passive attacks that seriously affect user’s privacy
and active DoS (Denial of services) attacks, which
focus on protocol vulnerability and network manage-
ment.

d. The traditional broadcasting/multicasting method is
omni-directional and attackers can obtain a chance to
access useful information if they are located in the
coverage area.

Physical mechanisms like smart antenna are an effective way
to reduce the risk, as mentioned in the MU-MIMO discus-
sion, and sandboxing mechanisms can protect the privacy
against some cloud computing related threats. Despite this,
security is a big challenge in the real application of FC.
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FIGURE 4. Framework in application scenario: a) resources request; b) processing data with coalition; c) abstracted distributed processing; d) task allocation via 3
MU-MIMO channels

D. PRIVACY CONCERN
Privacy is always a vital issue in distributed systems and big
data [34], [35]. Besides some traditional techniques as rep-
utation/trust based mechanism and cryptography, confining
the size of chunks is a proactive way to reduce the risk of
data leakage, which also impacts the sensitive latency issue.
In some applications, the partitioning for the original task can
break the global knowledge. But if a malicious node receives
a large volume of chunk, it would get a great chance to infer
the global knowledge. Restricted size of partitioning may
lose the optimum of latency but should reduce the probability
of any single node retrieving sensitive information.

As discussed, optimization of resource allocation and sub-
task scheduling can improve the performance with certain
requirements. Optimization procedures are well studied in
cloud computing areas, but whether the existing methods
are adaptable to FC is not immediately clear since two
elements, computing and networking resources, both have to
be considered in the framework. Particularly, if MU-MIMO
mode participates into the transmission step, the scheduling
work would be much more complicated.

IV. EXAMPLE SCENARIO ON FOG COMPUTING
This section presents scenario in vehicular adhoc networks
(VANET) application which usually catches research atten-
tions for data delivery job only and here considers processing

and transmission both in an FC environment. Under the
proposed framework shown in Fig. 4, we will investigate
the model of resource allocation, subtask scheduling and
optimization for the purpose of latency reduction.

In the scenario, the user needs a deep compression for a
large video from the car recorder in order to save the up-
loading cost via 4G networks. This work takes more than 30
minutes by using his/her own onboard computer, which is un-
acceptable for displaying in Youtube or Facebook in a timely
manner. In this case, the eagerness for the involvement of FC
is evoked. She/he initiates a coalition with the surrounding
hardwares (fog nodes), i.e. public infrastructures and other
vehicles. The requests of cooperation are broadcasted and the
estimation of networking rate for responding nodes is made
simultaneously. Meanwhile, with the assistance of the remote
cloud, a list of local trust nodes is downloaded and is labeled
as prime choices. As shown in Fig. 4(a), some trust nodes
are government furnished and some are from volunteering
individuals. While, the resources which are out of the list
needs a further selection via the context aware information
that provides an evaluation of the reliability of these nodes.
For instance, if a node moves towards an opposite direction,
which means it has high risk to drop the link during the
task period, it would be recognized as a “low" reliable node
and be excluded. The other high reliablity nodes report their
computation ability in the feedback. A task initiator gathers
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FIGURE 5. The process of latency calculating

the feedbacks and selects the feasible nodes in the coalition.
Afterwards, the video is partitioned into fragments under a
certain strategy and dispersed to the allocated cooperators,
as Fig. 4(b). The strategy includes: How to partition the task
into subtasks and schedule the subtasks in order to minimize
the latency in the entire process. The procedures can be
abstracted as distributed data processing as shown in Fig.
4(c). Three parts are contained: distributing, processing, and
return. This work is apparently a resource allocation and
task scheduling problem, illustrated in Fig. 4(d). MU-MIMO
is adopted in the framework since it can provide separated
channels with full rate, which is of great advantage in wire-
less distributed environment. If the strategy is reasonable via
modeling and optimization, the latency will be reduced. The
optimization provides a series of plans about how the initial
task is partitioned, where the chunks are dispatched, and how
the chunks are queued. The process of latency calculation is
shown in Fig. 5. The objective of the process is to identify
an efficient plan of chunk size, order of delivery, nodes, and
channels under the minimized latency.

A heuristic approach can be induced to optimize the prob-
lem based on the latency model as Eq. (1). For example,
a Genetic Algorithm (GA) approach with two composites,
elastic partitioning and an order of transmission, can be
utilized. The order of transmission is a classic permutation
problem in GA applications. While, the partitioning problem
needs a little more work to insert into the GA framework. Ac-
tually, to implement elastic partitioning, we can use Dirichlet
distribution to generate a set of random vectors: Let

X = (X1, X2, X3, ..., XK) ∼ Dir(α)

satisfy
K∑
i=1

Xi = 1, Xi ∈ (0, 1)

where α is concentration parameter. In GA, we just substitute
the mutation step of partitioning part with sampling from
a Dirichlet distribution which generates a group of random
‘sum to one’ vectors.

In order to verify the idea of optimization under the frame-
work. A numerical test with 10, 20, 30, 40 and 50 single
hop nodes has been implemented. Also we use 3x3 MU-
MIMO technique to offer three isolated high speed channels.
The 50 groups of coupled heterogeneous rates are set by
random values which are generated with [200, 300] and [20,
100] ranges respectively for processing and transmitting so
as to simulate a complex processing service as the scenario
above. When utilizing fewer than all 50 nodes, e.g. for the
10 nodes example, the preselection of top 10 nodes that
provide the better overall performance to be achieved by a
simple function (e.g. multiplication) would be done first. The
whole data volume is 10GB. From Fig. 5, we can find that
the latencies are improved for all the cases, more than 1.5s
for 20∼50 nodes and even 0.8s reduction for 10 nodes. The
minimum latency can reach 21.5s for 30, 40 and 50 nodes
cases.

The improvement trends are also shown. The case of 20
nodes provides much better performance than 10 nodes case.
However, the improvement is not apparent when the number
of nodes increases further. It is worth noting that the initial
values for more nodes are worse than those with fewer nodes.
The reason is the high performance nodes are selected among
all the nodes in the cases of fewer nodes; when the number
of nodes increases, some ‘poor’ nodes have to be used in
the coalition and drag down the overall performance. While,
along with the iterations of optimization, the gaps of initial
makespan are reduced, which shows the power of optimizer.
Even so, the scale of FC should be carefully considered with
concerns on performance, reliability, and privacy in practice.
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FIGURE 6. The schedule scheme. Red regions denote outbound
transmission times and green regions inbound transmission times
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FIGURE 7. The channel usage. Red regions denote outbound transmission
times, black regions processing times. green regions inbound transmission
times and blue regions denote blocking (waiting) times.

Fig. 6 and 7 illustrate the schedule and channel usage in 20
nodes case. The chunk size, permutation, channel usage, and
waiting time can be seen clearly.

The research materials supporting this publication can be
accessed at the Open Research Exeter repository: https://ore.
exeter.ac.uk/repository/.

V. CONCLUSION
Fog Computing (FC) is an emerging local distributed com-
puting platform under a wireless and embedded environment.
In this article, we present the characters of FC and discuss its
differences from other similar computing platforms. Firstly,
an architecture of FC in both computing and network aspects
is presented. Secondly, a framework for resource allocation
and latency reduction is proposed. Meanwhile, fault tolerance
and privacy are both considered in the framework with the
corresponding potential solutions or optimization methods.
Finally, we evaluate the framework under a given application
scenario and Genetic Algorithm combined with a Dirichlet
distribution sampling approach.
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